Abstract. As a generalization of pretzel surfaces, L. Rudolph has introduced a notion of braidzel surfaces in his study of the quasipositivity for pretzel surfaces. In this paper, we show that any oriented link has a braidzel surface. We also introduce a new geometric numerical invariant of links with respect to their braidzel surface and study relationships among them and other "genus" for links.
Introduction
A link is a smooth 1-manifold embedded in the 3-sphere S 3 , and a knot is a link with one connected component. It is well known that any link is the boundary of a compact, connected surface, called a spanning surface for the link. If a spanning surface for a link is orientable, then we call it a Seifert surface for the link. For n integers t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n , a spanning surface for a link is said to be a pretzel surface, denoted by P (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ), if it consists of two disks joined by a |t i | half-twisted, unknotted vertical band b i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n as in Figure 1 (a). If t i is positive (resp. negative), then b i is right-handed (resp. left-handed). Note that a pretzel surface P (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ) is orientable if and only if all t i 's are odd or even. A link with a pretzel surface is called a pretzel link. We can regard the cores of the bands of a pretzel surface as the n-string trivial braid; see Figure 1(b) . From such a point of view, L. Rudolph has introduced a notion of braidzel surfaces as a generalization of pretzel surfaces in [5] on his study of the quasipositivity for pretzel surfaces. Let β be an n-string braid and t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n integers. A spanning surface for a link is said to be a braidzel surface, denoted by B(β; t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ), if it consists of two disks joined by n bands b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n such that: (1) the cores of the bands form an n-string braid β; (2) each
If t i is positive (resp. negative), then b i is righthanded (resp. left-handed). More precisely, we call it an n-braidzel surface. See Figure 2 , which illustrates B(β; 3, −3, 2, 4, −4), where β = σ By direct deformation, we see that any 2-braidzel surface is ambient isotopic to a twisted annulus or a twisted Möbius band. Moreover we see that any 3-braidzel surface is ambient isotopic to a pretzel surface.
We see that any 2-bridge link and any torus link has a braidzel surface by direct deformation. Moreover a twisted double of a trefoil knot and the connected-sum of a trefoil knot and its copy also have braidzel surfaces, though any pretzel knot is simple. So the question can be proposed naturally. What kinds of links have braidzel surfaces? In this paper, we give the complete answer to this question.
Theorem 1.1. Any oriented link has an oriented braidzel surface.
By considering the connected-sum of an orientable braidzel surface and the unknotted, untwisted Möbius band and some modifications, we have a corollary.
Corollary 1.2. Any unoriented link has a non-orientable braidzel surface.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will prove Theorem 1.1. In Section 3, we will introduce a new geometric numerical invariant of links with respect to their braidzel surface, the braidzel genus. We will study relationships among them and other "genus" for links.
For the definition of standard terms in knot theory, we refer to [2] and [4] . Let G be a connected, finite plane graph on the 2-sphere S 2 , and v 0 a given vertex of G. We denote by V (G) the set of vertices of G and by |V (G)| the number of vertices of G. We define the three moves for G as indicated in Figure 3 as follows:
The move M1 is defined as changing each multi-edge into one edge (Figure 3(a) ).
Let v ( = v 0 ) be a vertex of degree two and e, e edges incident to v. Assume that e and e has no common vertex except v. Then the move M2 is defined as changing e, e and v into one edge ( Figure 3 Proof. We prove Lemma 2.3 by induction on |V (G)|. Note that each of the moves M1, M2 and M3 does not make a loop in the resulting graph after applying them. Furthermore each of the moves M1 and M2 also does not make a cut-vertex. Suppose |V (G)| = 2. By applying the move M1, we may assume that G has no multi-edge. Then obviously Lemma 2.3 holds. Suppose |V (G)| = 3. Then we see that G is a triangle graph after applying the move M1. By applying the move M2 to a vertex except v 0 , we obtain a graph consisting of two vertices connected by two edges. Then Lemma 2.3 holds by the move M1.
Assume that Lemma 2.3 holds for any G with |V (G)| < n for a positive integer n (≥ 4). Now suppose |V (G)| = n. By applying the move M1, we may assume G has no multi-edge. If there exists a vertex of degree two except v 0 , then by applying the move M2, we obtain a new plane graph G with |V (G )| < |V (G)|. Thus Lemma 2.3 holds by induction assumption.
Assume that there exists no vertex of degree two in
Let A i be a simple arc on S 2 connecting v 0 and v i , where Assume that there exist several cut-loops for G on S 2 . We denote the innermost one by C i , and two disks of Translation. Before proving Proposition 2.2, we translate this argument for a plane graph into that for a spanning surface for a link. We regard each vertex as a disk and each edge as several bands whose cores form a braid as in Figure 6 The moves M1, M2 and M3 for a graph are corresponding to those for a spanning surface for a link depicted in Figure 7 .
The move M1 is realized by the following: If there exist two disks connected by a β 1 -braiding-bands-set and a β 2 -braiding-bands-set, then we present them with one braiding-bands-set.
The move M2 is realized by the following deformation of a surface: Let D be a disk corresponding to a vertex of degree two and D (resp. D ) a disk connected with D by a β -braiding-bands-set (resp. a β -braiding-bands-set). Let b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b m (resp. b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n ) be the elements of the β -braiding-bands-set (resp. the β -braiding-bands-set) according to Figure 8 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n−1 ) into the thickened band b 1 (resp. the thickened band b 1 ) until they reach ∂D (resp. ∂D ), then we see that D and D are connected by a new braiding-bands-set, since D can be regarded as being deleted. Note that these moves for a spanning surface preserves the orientability. We also note that this translation completely recovers Lemma 2.3, since the edges incident to v 0 are not moved by the move M3. Assume that L is prime. We regard each Seifert disk and each half-twisted band of S as a vertex and an edge, respectively. Then we obtain a graph G, which is called a Seifert graph, from S. A half-twisted band can be regarded as a β-braidingbands-set where β is the 1-string trivial braid. Then since L is flat and prime, we see that G satisfies the assumption of Lemma 2.3. By Lemma 2.3 and its translation mentioned above, G can be deformed into G 0 . Hence we obtain a braidzel surface which is ambient isotopic to S.
. . , L n be n subdiagrams of L as prime factors and S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n subsurfaces of S obtained from L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L n , respectively. Then there exist n − 1 separating loops on S 2 . By deforming L with S, we may assume that the separating loops are concentric. Note that this deformation preserves the flatness of L, hence of S. We denote by i the i-th separating loop from the innermost one; see Figure 9 (a). (Each rectangle in Figure  9 Figure 9(a) . To be precise, we consider S as
means the connected sum of S i and S i+1 along D i . We deform S into a braidzel surface as follows: First, we designate D 1 as the disk corresponding to the vertex v 0 in Lemma 2.3. Second, we deform S 1 into a braidzel surface B 1 as in the translation of the proof of Lemma 2.3. Then we see that it can be done in the disk bounded by 1 on S 2 which contains S 1 . Therefore we can regard S as Figure 9 (b). Next we slide B 1 so that it is connected with S n along D n , and denote by D 1 the other disk of B 1 . Figure 9 (c). Similarly, we deform S 2 into a braidzel surface B 2 in the disk bounded by 2 on S 2 which contains S 2 . We also slide B 2 so that it is connected with B 1 along D 1 and denote by D 2 the other disk of B 2 . Then we obtain Figure  9 (d). By proceeding with this procedure, we have
Then we have
Finally, we obtain a braidzel surface by applying n − 2 times of the deformation in the translation of the move M2. The proof is completed.
Figure 9.
Braidzel genus for links
By our main theorem, we can define a new geometric numerical invariant for links with respect to their braidzel surfaces. Similarly, the minimal genus among all canonical Seifert surfaces for L is called the canonical genus for L, denoted by g c (L). A Seifert surface S of a link L is said to be free if the fundamental group of the complement of S is a free group. This condition is equivalent to the fact that S 3 − intN (S) is a handlebody. The minimal genus among all free Seifert surfaces for L is called the free genus for L, denoted by g f (L). We see that any braidzel surface is free. By Theorem 2. where g(L) is the minimal genus for L in the usual sense. Obviously, the equality holds for the links with canonical Seifert surfaces giving g(L). However we obtain the following. 
Proof. Let K m be a knot as in Figure 10 (a). (The rectangle in Figure 10 (a) illustrates |m| full-twists.) The author showed in [3] that K m is a simple fibered knot with g f (K m ) = 3 and g c (K m ) ≥ 4. He also showed that K m is not equivalent to K m if m = m . It is known that a fiber surface for a fibered knot is unique up to ambient isotopy, is a minimal genus Seifert surface and is free. Now we obtain a braidzel surface of genus three for K m as in Figure 10 We also obtain the following. Proof. Let L m be a 3-component link as in Figure 11 
